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This past summer, my family traveled to Boston in order to visit grandparents. The 

museums in Boston are awe inspiring, fueling our decision to trek to the Isabella Stewart 

Gardner Museum. As we meandered through the varying rooms, I noticed that there were 

pepperings of empty frames where paintings should be. I had read a book detailing how famous 

Vermeer and Rembrandt paintings were stolen from this museum, but seeing their empty frames 

further illuminated their mystery. According to a podcast from NPR that I listened to on the drive 

back from Boston, the two burglars responsible for the paintings’ absence did not seem like 

professional art thiefs or experts. Hasty slash marks on the paintings’ stretchers and canvases 

prove this, as well as the fact that they took 13 paintings in the unusually long span of 81 

minutes. Out of all the valuable art pieces in the museum, no one knows why the burglars choose 

those particular paintings, as they differ greatly and present no clear pattern to the authorities.  

If the thieves were in fact inexperienced and uneducated on art, they must have taken 

paintings that only appeared the most valuable or interesting. This raises the query, ‘how do we 

place value on pieces of art?’ If art is defined as the translation of usually internalized emotions 

and moments into an externalized, tangible medium, it would be impossible to concretely assign 

number value to it. Prices may be more easily explained through the analogy that art’s value is 

interpreted like memories; those that we subconsciously deem worthy of remembering are kept 



because they hold emotional or intellectual value. Humans place values on objects that teach 

them about themselves, and the emotions that are often undefinable. Seeing the translation of 

such emotions into tangible pieces of art is desirable, allowing for a similarly tangible form of 

admiration and desire (monetary value) to quantify the value of the piece.  

Humans rely on emotional knowledge to inform them about the personal importance of 

things that may be unfamiliar. Art is relatable in part because humans try to interpret the 

unfamiliar with knowledge that is universally applicable, such as that of emotion. Placing value 

on an art piece may be attributed to the intensity of emotions people reflect onto a piece to make 

sense of the world it creates. Isabella Gardner herself professed that she desired the Rembrandt 

painting "Christ In The Storm On The Sea Of Galilee" (later stolen by the two burglars), writing 

to her art dealer that his “description of this sea picture makes me fairly ache for it.” Garner used 

her emotional knowledge to connect with the image of the tumult of the sea, translating her 

desire into monetary value based on the personal value it had to her.  

This however does not necessarily explain the collective consensus that some art pieces 

are more worthy than others. Art is the part of ourselves that language can’t compensate for. It is 

extremely difficult for the majority of people to see the same value in an expression of personal 

emotion. Memory must be employed as a way of knowing in order to alter the personal 

connection people have with the art piece and make its value more collectively agreeable. 

Memories are intrinsically unstable, altered by current emotions as well as the opinions of others. 

Art is appealing because the meaning and depths of it changes with each viewing, layering on 

top of and editing the former memories of originally feeling connected to the piece. The value 

we assign to art is the culmination of memories altered by others who have expressed their 



thoughts on it. When someone looks upon a piece of art, they are remembering their memory of 

seeing it. A collective value can be granted to a piece because memories are collected by all who 

desire it, changing the connection they have with the piece and making it more uniform. Since art 

is the external expression of thoughts, it is assigned value through its ability to connect people 

under its broad bow of emotion- inducing pieces strung together by the sharing of memories. Art 

is evaluable in its ability to bridge gaps between people by translating what they feel into a 

medium that can be openly shared and communicated. The inexperienced robbers may have felt 

this connection when gazing upon the paintings they would steal. The value of the paintings were 

hidden in the pigments reminiscent of art’s purpose: to speak to universal emotions humans 

cannot grasp with words.  

 

 


